
1.6 Review
1.6.1 Key knowledge summary
1.2 Why we study history• Historians investigate and interpret the past.• History helps us to understand our heritage and appreciate other cultures.• History helps us to understand the present and what the future may hold.• History provides us with essential skills.

1.3 Historical skills• Sequencing chronology refers to recording past events in order of time.• Using historical sources as evidence relates to analysing sources to judge how reliable they are and
explore the different points of view, or perspectives, of people from the past.• Identifying continuity and change is the ability to recognise that while many changes occur over time,
some things remain constant.• Analysing cause and effect relates to understanding that every historical event will have a cause, and
every event or action is likely to be the cause of subsequent effects or consequences.• Determining historical significance is the ability to make judgements about the importance assigned to
particular aspects of the past, such as events, developments, movements and historical sites.

1.4 Perspectives and empathy• Historians try to discover how people thought and felt at different times in the past.• Using historical imagination means using your imagination but basing your ideas on evidence.• We should avoid judging people from the past by the standards of our own age.

1.6.2 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

1.6 ACTIVITIES
Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview:
Content to come

1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has
your learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?

2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question outlining your views.
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Historical skills and concepts crossword (int-xxxx)

KEY TERMS
artefact an object made or changed by humans
biased one-sided or prejudiced, seeing something from just one point of view
cause and effect the concept that every historical event will have a cause, and every event or action is likely to
be the cause of subsequent effects or consequences
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chronology a record of past events in order of time, from ancient Greek chronos, meaning time, and logos,
meaning to work out
contestability when particular interpretations of the past are open to debate
continuity and change the concept that while many changes occur over time, some things remain constant
empathy the ability to understand and share another person’s thoughts and feelings
evidence information that indicates whether something has really happened
hypothesis (plural: hypotheses) a theory or possible explanation
perspective point of view or attitude
primary sources objects and documents that were created or written in the period of time that they relate to
secondary sources reconstructions of the past written or created after the period that they relate to
significance the importance assigned to particular aspects of the past; for example, events, developments,
movements and historical sites
timeline a diagrammatic tool representing a period of time, on which events are placed in chronological order
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